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Seasons of Transition: What has the Lord been saying or sharing with us in recent years, in recent days?

How do organizations grow and develop?

They grow through five predictable stages: 1) planting phase (a time of radical thoughts, wanting to change 
the world - risky, messy times, but exciting times with exciting ideas); 2) nominal growth phase (still exciting 
but also chaotic, switching things up, seeing what works, etc); 3) now comes stability (expectations realized, 
routines develop); 4) next, the construct speaks louder than fresh anticipation; 5) finally, bureaucracy takes 
over and the priorities change again which evolves into decline where nothing ever changes, when the 
church runs out of life. This usually takes 30-40 years.

What to do?

Putty says it can all go sideways for a new pastor during this new phase of taking over, of making everything 
fresh: Marriages hit the rocks and the pastor is called. People call him with sickness and illness.  Bills need 
paid. The new pastor finds there is so much more needing done than the spiritual pastoral role/leadership 
role.

Answer:

We need to be intentional with our convictions and stay the course. This doesn’t apply to a new pastor only; 
as Putty says, we all need to adopt this mindset ... from glory to glory. Amen?

New day, new roles, new season

Questions: 

Have our initial Vineyard convictions changed? Do we still believe God is real and wants to do things in our 
midst? Do we still give the Holy Spirit free reign? 

When Putty went to China on a missionary trip, God rocked his world. In his words, “In five seconds, as the 
Holy Spirit fell upon a Chinese woman, the room went from “quiet version of church” to war zone.” The wom-
an went down in a heap, and several people around her went to the floor as well. 

In closing, we don’t “get” the Kingdom: The Kingdom gets us!  In 2010 Putty “sold all he had to buy the field 
with the pearl.” He was finally sold out to Jesus. He gave up a would-be salary as a quantum physics scientist 
making six times the salary offered, to be a pastor.


